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(Comm. by T. TERADA, M.LA., May 12, 1928.) In 1) The term d?/dz is put out of account on the assumption that the disturbing stress are mainly in the horizontal direction.
Even if we have no knowledge of the value of the Poisson ratio of the actual crust, the dilatation and compression estimated by neglecting the above term will not differmuch in the order of magnitude from the actual one.
2) Joly's theory of the geological cycle deals mainly with the variation of p' as caused by some radioactive process.
Wegener has somewhere commented upon the effect of a possible change in h due to melting or sweeping off. As far as we are aware of, however, the probable effect of a change in p due to seismic disturbance has not yet been subjected to a serious consideration.
Matuzawa and others1) has , indeed, made it plausible to assume for some district a superficial layer of several km. with small rigidity.
On the other hand, even if we assume that the postseismic vertical movement is mainly due to the process of isostatic adjustment , it needs not besupposed that the adjustment will be completed in so short a duration of time as is here concerned.
Moreover, at least a part of the imperfect isostasy may be sustained by the elasticity of the crust.
In short, the observed results are not quite unfavourable to our present theory.2) The vertical movement of land in the region near Miura Peninsula before the Great Earthquake seems to have been generally a depression except in a few years immediately preceding the catastroph.
In the light of the present theory, this may suggest that the district has been under a gradual horizontal compressing force. The crust has, it seems, at last yielded to this force and resulted in the vertical bulging or rather to an upward warping.3) If this conjecture be correct, we may expect a gradual postseismic subsidence as a whole, except local and temporal irregularities.4) 1) T. Matuzawa, K. Hasegawaand S. Haeno, Bull. Earthq. Res. Inst., 4 (1928), 85. 2) Assuming the values of Young's modulus of rocks at an order of 1011c.g.s., a compression or dilatation of an order of 10-5 will require a pressure or tension of 1015 dynes per cm.2 or roughly1 atmosphere which is not unreasonable. We cannot say, however, for the present whether the volume change is of elastic nature or not.
An objection may be raised to the following effect. If the crust in the earth quake district is so plastic as to allow the assumed adjusting process go on in such a rate as is observed, it will be difficult to explain the remarkable vertical displacements which occurred suddenly at the time of the earthquake, or it may seem difficult to explain the occurrence of the earthquake itself.
The objection is not so serious as it appears.
Firstly, the rigidity of the crust as a whole may be considerably decreased temporarily as the result of a destructive shock and gradually recover its proper magnitude by a gradual process of settling.
Secondly, a sudden dislocation of a system striving for the restoration of disturbed equilibrium may overshoot its mark and result in another state of imperfect balancing which may only subside by a slow plastic process. Finally, mechanisms are well possible such that the vertical movements of individual blocks of the crust are comparatively easy, while the horizontal deformation of a coherent area may encounter a considerable elastic resistance. A model may be mentioned for example, some blocks of wood floatingon a liquid, in contact with each other by their lateral faces which are covered with a viscous lubricant.
3) The latter alternative appears more plausible for explaining the depression of the bed of SagamiBay ; these Proceeding, 4 (1928), 45. 4) Another alternative is possible as will be mentioned later. 1) The authors' view on the mechanism of formation of Japanese Arc i s pro pounded in the papers published in Bull. Earthq. Res. Inst., 3 (1927) , 67 and also 4 (1928) , 21.
2) The change in stress may also affect the state of heterogeneous equilib rium in th e deeper part of the crust and result in a sensible change in specific volume which will occur in the same sense as the elastic deformation . The data are, however , wanting for the present for discus g the matter any further. On the other hand, for a very rough estimation, we assume the average height of the surface of the plutonic rock exposed in Tyugoku district at 700 m above sea level. Again, assume the average height of Sikoku mountain region at 1000 m. If the thickness of the older formations in Sikoku be H metres, then 700 -(1000 -H) m. will give a lower limit of the relative vertical displacement between the two region above considered.1) H will in any case be of the order of 1 to a few km. which gives a just right order for the relative vertical displacement here considered.
The aim of the present note is to draw attention of seismologists upon the probable significance of the density change in the earth crust brought about by earthquake, which may determine the postseismic adjustment of equilibrium in the disturbed region.
The working hypothesis here proposed has so far proved successful and seems to promise further applications on a wider domain of geophysics.
1) Here the mass eroded from the top of the peneplain of Tyugoku is supposed to be deposited along the coast line and the total mass of the Tyugoku Block is not altered by this erosion.
Details of thecalculation will be given later in the Bull. Earthq. Res. Inst.
